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Abstract

Magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) in the longitudinal mode was used to measure the in-plane magnetic

anisotropy of about 300 nm thick Co nano-column films that were grown by e-beam evaporation at different oblique

incident angles (0–851) on native SiO2 substrates at room temperature. The symmetry of MOKE loops measured at

azimuthal angles that are 1801 apart is obviously broken for Co nano-column films grown at high deposition angles

>701. The plot of coercivity Hc of loops versus azimuthal angle shows that Hc values for azimuthal angles between

�901 and 901 are much larger than the values for azimuthal angles between 901 and 2701. The asymmetry of coercivity

is due to MOKE measurement that combines both longitudinal and polar Kerr effects. This combination is caused by

the oblique magnetic anisotropy associated with the tilted Co nano-columns. A method is introduced to separate the

longitudinal and polar Kerr effects. The longitudinal Kerr effect is obtained by adding hysteresis loops measured at

azimuthal angles 1801 apart while the polar Kerr effect is obtained by subtracting these two loops. By comparing these

two orthogonal magnetization components represented by longitudinal and polar Kerr effects, we show that

magnetization rotation exists in the magnetic reversal process even at azimuthal angle f ¼ 01 that is the closest in-plane

direction to the easy axis. After separating these two Kerr effects, the two-fold symmetry of coervicity associated with

tilted nano-columns measured by longitudinal Kerr effect is restored.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic properties of ferromagnetic thin films
are closely related to their morphology and
microstructures. Magnetic thin films prepared at
- see front matter r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserve
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oblique incident angle deposition form tilted nano-
columns. These nano-columns have magnetic
anisotropy and stripe domains characterized by
various measurements [1–4]. Magneto-optical
Kerr effect (MOKE) has been used to study the
magnetic anisotropy of oblique angle deposited
films. However, the interpretation is not as straight-
forward as discussed by Okamoto et al. [5]. They
d.
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showed that polar Kerr loops changed dramati-
cally with the in-plane azimuthal angles, and they
believed that this phenomenon resulted from the
cooperative effect of oblique magnetization in the
film and the imperfect perpendicularity of the
applied magnetic field. Under certain experimental
setups the various combinations of longitudinal,
polar and transverse Kerr effects could be
obtained simultaneously, which complicates Kerr
loops [6–11].
In this paper, through longitudinal MOKE

setup, we measured the Kerr rotation and ob-
served an unusual hysteresis loop versus azimuthal
angle behavior for nano-column films obtained by
the oblique incident angle deposition. We argued
that the unusual loops are due to the combination
of longitudinal and polar effects. We developed a
straightforward method similar to Ding et al. [8],
to separate these two effects. In the study of Ding
et al., they studied Co epitaxial thin films at the
borderline of spin reorientation transition where
both the in-plane and out-of-plane states of
magnetization were involved in the reversal
process and contributed to longitudinal and polar
signals. They changed the laser incident angle from
+451 to �451 with respect to the surface normal
and analyzed measured loops using their separa-
tion method to obtain the pure longitudinal and
polar contributions. In our experiment, we fixed
the laser incident angle and rotated the sample in-
plane azimuthally. A 1801 in-plane azimuthal
rotation is equivalent to change the incident angle
from þy to 2y with respect to the surface normal.
However, our nanocolumns are tilted with respect
to the surface normal, this asymmetry contributes
to both the longitudinal and polar signals in
hysteresis loops. Using our decomposed method to
be described later, we obtained different coerciv-
ities in the deconvolved longitudinal and polar
loops of a �300 nm thick nanocolumn film. We
argued that the magnetization rotation exists in
the magnetic reversal process at the in-plane
azimuthal angle f ¼ 01. However for a �100 nm
thick film, which displays similar magnetic aniso-
tropy as the �300 nm thick film, the deconvolved
longitudinal and polar loops just show a difference
in Kerr intensity, which means the domain wall
movement plays a major role.
2. Experiments

One batch of 13 Co nano-column films [1] was
grown by e-beam evaporation with the vapor
incident angle y varying from 01 to 851 with
respect to the substrate normal at room tempera-
ture. The rate of deposition is 0.5 nm/s and the
thickness of samples was �300 nm. Two parallel
lines were marked on the sample films that show
the direction of incident vapor beam. The cross-
section of each film was imaged by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The macroscopic
Kerr rotation (proportional to magnetization)
and coercivity of films were measured by long-
itudinal magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) with s

polarization. The s polarization is perpendicular to
the laser incident plane. The laser was placed
�30 in away from the magnets in order to avoid
any possible effect from the sweeping of magnetic
(B) field. Laser incident angles of 331 and 31 with
respect to the sample normal were used in the
MOKE measurements. The applied magnetic field
is parallel to the laser incident plane. The change
of the in-plane azimuthal angle in the film plane
was controlled by a rotational feedthrough with its
axis perpendicular to the film plane. A hysteresis
loop was measured at every 151 increment of
azimuthal angle f. A zero azimuthal angle is
defined when the straight-line markers are parallel
to the applied magnetic field direction and the
laser beam is incident from the opposite side of
incident vapor beam. The wobble of the rotational
feedthrough is about 70.21. To minimize the
effect of wobbling, we readjusted the extinction
angle of the analyzer for every individual azi-
muthal angle and re-normalized the Kerr intensity
by dividing it with the laser beam intensity
collected by a photo detector at zero applied
magnetic field. Magnetic force microscopy (MFM)
was used to image the magnetic domains of the as-
deposited film.
3. Results and data analysis

For the films with low incident vapor angle
(yo 501), there is no obvious anisotropy in MOKE
loops in contrast to the films with higher vapor
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Fig. 2. The MFM image of �300 nm thick Co film grown

under incident deposition angle y ¼ 751. The stripes are parallel

to the incident vapor deposition direction. The scan size is

5mm� 5 mm. The inset on the top right is a schematic of type-II
domains. The solid arrows represent the direction of the

magnetization in one domain and the dashed arrows represent

the direction of the magnetization in an adjacent domain.
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incident angle that show strong anisotropy as
revealed by the MOKE loops measured at f ¼ 01
and 901. The sample with y ¼ 751 was selected and
characterized in detail by longitudinal MOKE
loops versus in-plane azimuthal angle.

3.1. SEM and MFM images

The SEM cross-sectional view parallel to
f ¼ 01, the incident vapor direction, is shown in
Fig. 1 for �300 nm thick Co film grown at an
incident angle y of 751 with respect to the normal
of the film. The image shows nano-column widths
of �50 nm and tilted angle b of �451. The MFM
image shown in Fig. 2 shows bright and dark
stripes nearly parallel to the incident vapor
deposition direction. The average length of stripe
domains is about a few mm and the width is in sub-
mm. These stripes are related to the tilted Co
columns. Previous work showed that tilted col-
umns have oblique magnetocrystalline anisotropy
[12]. We assume that these stripes are composed of
type-II magnetic domains [13] in which the
magnetization tilts out-of-plane and its normal
and tangential components point in opposite
directions in each alternate domain stripe. A
schematic of type-II magnetic domains is shown
as the inset in Fig. 2. The more detailed description
Fig. 1. Cross-sectional SEM image of �300 nm thick Co film

deposited on native SiO2 substrate at incident vapor deposition

angle y ¼ 751. The cross-sectional plane is parallel to the

incident vapor flux. The scale bar is 100 nm. b is the tilting angle
of the Co nano-columns measuring from the normal of the film.
is given by another paper [1] and they bear
important consequence in hysteresis loops to be
presented later.
3.2. MOKE loops

The original MOKE hysteresis loop measured at
a certain azimuthal angle for a �300 nm thick Co
nano-column film grown at 751 incident deposition
angle is either wider or narrower than the
corresponding loop that differs 1801 in azimuthal
angles.
We argue that the asymmetry of loops is a result

of a combination of polar Kerr effect and
longitudinal Kerr effect. Owing to the slanted
domain of Co film the change of the out-of-plane
magnetization will also occur, even though our
magnetic field is applied in the film plane. The
MOKE will measure both longitudinal and polar
Kerr effects simultaneously. In this case ytolk will be
equal to ylk þ ypk [6–9]. During the magnetization
reversal process at azimuthal angles differed by
1801, the out-of-plane magnetization will reverse
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to an opposite direction, which causes the asym-
metry. Details are presented in Fig. 6 and in the
discussion section.
To obtain the proper hysteresis loops from the

individual Kerr effects, we have to add or subtract
the two loops measured at the azimuthal angles
1801 apart. Figs. 3(a) and (b) show the addition
and subtraction of loops, respectively. The sub-
tracted loops at f ¼ 1201, 1501 and 1801 show
counter clockwise traces of Kerr intensity change
compared with the clockwise traces of Kerr
intensity change for subtracted loops at f ¼ 01,
301 and 601. This means that the detected
magnetization is reversed, i.e., ypk becomes oppo-
site. From this we know that the subtraction of
loops gives the polar Kerr loops and the addition
of loops gives the longitudinal Kerr loops.
In contrast, the addition of loops in Fig. 3(a)

shows that same clockwise trace of Kerr intensity
change versus the applied field for all azimuthal
angles, which implies that the trace of in-plane
magnetization component is independent of azi-
muthal angle. We also measured the hysteresis
loops with a 31 laser incident angle. Under such a
small laser incident angle, we only found polar Kerr
effect, which further confirms our assumption.
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Fig. 3. MOKE loops of �300 nm thick Co nano-columns film

grown at vapor deposition angle of 751 after (a) adding (b)

subtracting the hysteresis loops measured at azimuthal angle f
with loops measured at fþ 1801. The arrows represent the

trace of Kerr intensity change that is proportional to the

magnetization change.
For a better understanding of the in-plane
anisotropic properties, we extracted the coercivity
from the loops measured at 331 laser incident
angle. Fig. 4 shows the result. After removing the
part due to the polar Kerr effect, the two-fold
symmetry of coercivity restores [14]. The symmetry
axis is �251 off from the assumed vapor incident
plane. This may be due to the uncertainty in the
placement of substrate with respect to the incident
vapor beam and the magnetic field produced by
permanent magnets that bend electrons during e-
beam evaporation.
4. Discussion

Using the method of addition and subtraction of
hysteresis loops, we can obtain longitudinal and
polar Kerr effects separately. Judging from the
different shapes and the very different coercivity
values shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), for the
longitudinal and polar Kerr loops, respectively,
we argue that the real reversal process is not just
simple wall movement even at f ¼ 01 that is close
to the easy axis direction [14,15]. This relates to the
fact that the true easy axis is tilted out of the film
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Fig. 4. Coercivity extracted from the original MOKE loops

(filled circles) and from the addition of MOKE loops (open

circles) versus azimuthal angle for �300 nm thick Co nano-

column film grown at vapor incident angle y ¼ 751. The laser

incident angle is 331.
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Fig. 5. The hysteresis loops of �100 nm thick Co film grown at

the deposition angle of 701 and measured at azimuthal angles

(a) f ¼ 01 and (b) f ¼ 1801.
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due to the oblique magnetocrystalline structure
[14,16] and the magnetization rotation will be
involved. The slanted loops shown in Fig. 3 may
be due to the magnetostatic interaction between
column structures and indicate that the magneti-
zation rotation is incoherent and a dispersion of
the easy axis exists [17,18].
However, the asymmetry of coercivity measured

at azimuthal angles that are 1801 apart was not
observed for thinner films of �100 nm thick
although these films show the similar in-plane
anisotropy as the �300 nm films do. Figs. 5(a)
and (b) show the hysteresis loops for �100 nm thick
film prepared at a deposition angle of 701 and
measured at azimuthal angles f ¼ 01 and 1801. The
Kerr intensities of these two loops are different, but
the shape and coercivity have no obvious differ-
ence. This may be due to the fact that for thinner
films, it has a denser and more continuous structure
instead of well-developed nano-columns. In this
case, the magnetic anisotropic energy due to the
column structures will decrease and the exchange
energy will become more dominant, which may
make the easy axis of magnetization tilt away from
the film plane with a relatively small angle and the
domain wall movement easier [18]. Therefore, the
f ¼ 01 direction becomes almost a true easy axis
and the domain wall movement and nucleation play
a major role and the out-of plane magnetization
rotation is absent during the magnetization reversal
process at f ¼ 01. Another possible reason may be
that a thinner film has less column boundaries.
These boundaries serve as pinning centers that
prevent the movement of the domain wall.
We shall now concentrate on the film of

�300 nm thickness at a deposition angle of 751
and show how the magnetization rotation can
cause the reversal of the out-of-plane magnetiza-
tion to an opposite direction when the film is
measured at azimuthal angles that are 1801 apart
as we mentioned earlier. Magnetic domains are
considered as type-II domains except for the state
close to saturate [13]. The magnetization tilts out-
of-plane and its direction is opposite in each
alternate domain as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. If
one domain has a magnetization that makes an
obtuse angle with respect to the applied magnetic
field, then the magnetization in an adjacent
domain will form an acute angle with respect to
the applied field. Each domain is assumed to
follow the coherent magnetization rotation, which
was described very well previously [18, 19]. In
Fig. 6(a) only the magnetization having an obtuse
angle with respect to the applied magnetic field is
shown. This corresponds to the measurement
configuration shown in Fig. 3(a) for f ¼ 01. As
the reversal magnetic field increases, the magneti-
zation M rotates away gradually from the easy
axis to M0, then the magnetization M0 jumps
sharply to M00 which is between the easy axis and
the applied magnetic field. If the magnetic field
increases more, then the magnetization having an
acute angle respect to the applied magnetic field
gradually turns to the magnetic field direction, i.e.,
M000 is parallel to H. The rapid change in
magnetization reversal process from M0 to M00

corresponds to the steep part of an MOKE
hysteresis loop shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b) while
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the gradual rotation of magnetization relates to
the slightly slanted part of a loop. During the
magnetization reversal process, the domains with
magnetizations making acute angles with respect
to the applied magnetic field will change slowly
thus contribute to the low Kerr intensity. This can
be neglected during the sharp magnetization
change process. When the azimuthal angle rotates
to f ¼ 1801 a similar argument for the magnetiza-
tion reversal can be made and is shown in Fig.
6(b). Concentrating on the magnetizations that
contribute to the sharp changing parts shown in
Figs. 6(a) and (b), one finds that DM 0 ¼ ðM 00 �

M 0Þ has the same directional components along
the in-plane direction while DM0 has opposite out-
of-plane components at f ¼ 01 and 1801. The
addition of loops taken at 1801 azimuthal angle
apart gives the longitudinal Kerr loop (Fig. 3(a))
and the subtraction of loops at 1801 azimuthal
angle apart gives the polar Kerr loop (Fig. 3(b)).
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a way to decompose
the polar Kerr effect and longitudinal Kerr effect
in the measured longitudinal MOKE loops of
about 300 nm thick Co nano-column films grown
by oblique angle vapor incidence. This method could
be applied to films with oblique magnetization
(with respect to the substrate). By comparing the
longitudinal and polar loops, we show that even at
the direction close to the easy axis direction, f ¼

01 in our case, the magnetization reversal process
includes domain rotation. After removing the
polar Kerr contribution, the asymmetry of coer-
civity values with respect to the plane perpendi-
cular to the beam incident direction disappears
and the two-fold symmetry of coercivity associated
with longitudinal Kerr effect is restored.
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